
ALUMINIUM SCISSOR LIFTS

MODULAR PEDESTRIAN TUNNEL

...ideas in motion



COMPLETE, SAFE, RELIABLE PEDESTRIAN PROTECTION

The pedestrian tunnel Genius is a patented and innovative pedestrian protection system, 
designed to keep people safe from the accidental fall from above of small objects, debris, 
tools or liquids especially when working at height. In the presence of building sites, aerial 
platforms, aerial ladders, fixed or mobile scaffolds, pedestrians can now safely walk 
free under the working area being protected without risk of being hit by various objects 
that, even from minimum height, may represent a serious threat to people’s health. With 
the pedestrian tunnel, in view of this situation, there’s no need to close the sidewalks 
anymore, and the business owners are not forced to suspend their activities any longer.



ALL MODULES CAN
BE JOINED AND

COUPLED TO 
ONE ANOTHER

The pedestrian tunnel Genius is mainly 
made of aluminium and alveolar 
polycarbonate parts. Each module 
consists of a high-strength cover and 
four telescopic folding and independent 
supports. The latter can be extended in 
order to let the tunnel adapt to the road 
surface and to adjust the pedestrians 
passage height. High resistance 
combined with really light weight  and 
being quick and simple to assemble 
make the tunnel Genius a unique tool 
which fits everywhere. There is no 
other product like this in the world, and 
it is covered by international patent.



COMPACT - LIGHT - STRONG - MODULAR

The pedestrian tunnel Genius is light, compact, solid and strong.  Each module only weights 
31 kg. and the transport as well as the assembly is easy, simple and fast. Its rather modest 
sizes and the particular shape allow to move and place the tunnel pretty much everywhere 
without any tools or equipment needed. It only takes one person to place and adjust the 
tunnel in a few seconds by consequently optimising time and costs. The possibility to join 
more modules together, thanks to specific coupling elements, allow to create safe paths of 
infinite shapes and sizes that can be easily adjusted even in the event of obstacles and gaps.



TECHNICAL DATA

 -  Module total weight: 31 Kg.
 - Wind resistance: 120 Km./h
   (referred to more modules joined)
 - Cover capacity: 150 Kg./mq.
   ( not a walkable surface )
 - Impact resistance: 5 Kg.
   (impact test done with a load of  5
    Kg. dropped from 25 mt) 

Sizes and technical data
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ASSEMBLY
It takes less than

1 minute to  
place

each single  
module

Unlock the 
telescopic 
supports 
downwards 
(upper part)
and upwards 
(lower part)
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Open the telescopic supports
and lock upwards (upper area) 
and downwards (lower area)

Supports unfolding as 
shown by the label

Reference hole for 
standard height 2 
metres

Tunnel vertical
placing

Adjusting supports height 
in vertical position 



In the event of stairs, inclined 
roads, and gaps, the tunnel 
knows no obstacles. The four 
telescopic supports can be 
accurately adjusted in order 
to allow the modules to be 
correctly and appropriately 
levelled in every situation.

Even on stairs

COUPLING ELEMENTS TO JOIN THE MODULES ON ALL SIDES
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Via Somalia 108/1- 10127 Torino (Italy) 
Tel. +39 0116051743 +39 0116063924

www.tunnelpedonale.com - www.people-lift.com
info@tunnelgenius.com - bigastor@tin.it
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